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The Birth of the Second Generation:
The Hitachi S-820/80

Christopher Eoyang* Raul H. Mendez” Olaf M. Lubeck**

Abstract

The performance of the new Hitachi S-820/80 supcrcomputcr was

evaluated on a set of standard Fortran benchmark codes that range fr~)n~

simple kernels to fluid dynamics applications and compared with the

performance of the NEC SX-2 and CIWY X-MP/48 supcrcomputers.

Keywords: Supcrcomputer Vector processor LFK ]oq?s I./\ Xl.

benchmark codes

1. Introduction
The entry of the Hitachi S-810/20 and Fujitsu VP-20(I supcrcornpu [~’rs

in late 19W, followed by the NEC SX-2 in 1984, save much crmlibility to [i~c’

~d~.arlccd technology of the Japanese manufacturers and htl(i a proloumi

impact on the area of supcrcomputing, not only in J~piln, but throughout

[he world. All single-processor rn,~chines were capable of a puak spvl’:i il)

excess of 700 MFLOPS and boasted very ,llivanccd cc)mpilc’rs ,111~1

veclorizing tools. Although the perfor]nance of Ihu i;uji[su VI’ sl’ri~’s is, ill

gmwral, slower than that of the SX-2 and fasmr than th.lt ot’ the S/1+10, IIIU

VP h~s taken the dominant shctrc of [hc JtIpnnese mnrk~’t (IIS1*IIi)f’~v htIlt’),

with about 50 systems c~lrrcmt’y installed.

A little more thi-,ri four yuars Iiltcr, ~11 thrue ll~al~t]ltl~-ttlrl’rs llt]t’1’

in[roliucu.i Iww m,whincs, which c.x)u]cibc said [L)constitute’ [Ill’ “SLI(-(~IILl

gcrwration” t)f Jap.lncsl” supmcompulurs, vven tht)ugh thu ~i~’gr~’~’I() lvl~il’1~

the new machines diffvr from th(’ir pre~iucc’ssors vilries [t) ,1 gr~’,lt lIXItIIII.

INI{Cand I:ujitsu, h,~ving rmpcctiw’ly introducmi [h~’ SX-A .IIIII V[’-l{ s{’ri~’s

supc’rc~)rnputcrs, have not li~’pnrtmi ~ignil’ic.lntly fnlnl thu ,11\ !!~11’~’tllr(’,IIILI

1(’rtlnolog~” ()[ th(’ir t)riginill mtwhim’s: Ihl’ 111’\vma~-him?i 11,I\ , ,llll!iliol],~l

“ Instltutc for Super: nmputhq l{esearch, 2 11 ILwhkhlki, (“hIIo-hII, ‘1’okvo,”I(N IAIIAN

‘“Loo Alamns Ndlonal Laboratory, 1.(M Aliltn(l*, NM 8754S



pipelines, higher capacities, and/or improved features, but the basic

hardware remainr essentially unchanged.

On the other hand, Hitachi has introduced a true second-generation

machine, the S-820/80 (the other inodel, the S-820/60, hns h,llf the

performance), which maintains the same architecture of its prcdec~w~~r,

while making tremendous technological improvements on the device

level. This has resulted in a scalar clock speed of 8 ns (compare 28 IIS on

the S-81O) and a vector clock of 4 ns (14 ns on the S-81 O), the fastest vector

clock of any machine made today, closely edging that of the CRAY-2 (4.1

ns)m The theoretical peak performance of the S-820/80 is 2 CJFLOI’S,

making the S-820 the fastest single-processor vector machine in the world,

for which scalar-vector speedups of 30 or more arc not unusual

In this article we shall evaluate (he performance of the S-820 by using

various benchmark codes not primarily to quote and compare Ihc CPU

times and MFLOI’S rates, but to determine the strengths .ud wc~knesscs ot’

this machine in comparison to other machines. We firmly believe that

one cannot reduce supercompulcr performance down to a singl~’ numlwr

on a single benchmark or set of benchmarks any more than one ran

generalize the characteristics of supcrcomputcr application codes.

Conclusions regarding the performance of a supercompuhx ‘~rc pcrhdps

best made after running a \vidc range of codes and then trying 10 corrul,~lc

the observed performance with the various attributes and pcculiaritit’s oi

the machine.

Vector mxhincs arc best suihxi for completely wxtorizcd .Ipplicil tilms,

,and it is well known that because of Amdahl’s law, pq-formancc’ \\’ill dr(~]~

~~ffdrastically from the thwxcticnl pwlk if the’ vector rati~~ (d’ an npplil-,ltitm

is not well into the 9(lth pmccntilc. [t has also b’.wn c’st~lblishmi thtlt [h~I

nvcrage veclorin[ion rntio l~f (hc i~}>plic.~ti(]t~s bc’in~ run [)n r~lrrl’nt

supcrcomputurs is much closur to the 701h, rather Ihdn th~I I(10111,

p~’rcvnlilu [1], .Ind in many cas~’s scalar splxwl is IIICBdl’lwmining i,u’hw in ,1

nmchinc”s OVWilll purt’ormanccm

[11SWtit)ll 2 WU ~il] dL?S~ribL’ ~tll’ htlSiL” [L!tl~Llrl’S 1)[ Ihl’ $~~[1, l~il~ill~

t~tttmti(m to the ~uchnt)l{)gy usl~d UII thu d~wicc lcv~’], In Slv.li~m .l IV{*l~ill

discllss t tw pl’rt’(mMil[lCL~of (hc~ S-t120 ~)n the’ 1,iv{:rnl~m! liw[rt~ n K1’rm’l

(1,11’K)lLNp, and Slwtitln 4 will ct)vtv Ihu 1,tw AIAIII(N N,ition,~l 1,,lbt~r,~li)ry

(1.ANI.) benchmark s~q, Sc’c(i(m 5 duals with thl’ McBndllz il~lkl dyl~,~ll~i(..s

L“od(’sm



The S-820/80 was benchmarked at Hitachi’s Kanagawa Works irl

January and February 1988, using the FORT77/HAP (V21-Ob) compiler,

2. Architecture of the S-820
The computational processor of the S-820 h~s the same basic

architecture as its predecessor, tlie S-810, consisting of separate vector and

scalar units, which can be run i.n parallel. The 8-ns scalar processor, based

cm the Hitachi M-series mainframes, is augmented with a very powerful

vector processor with a cycle time of 4 ns. To increase the efficiency with

which the scali~r and vector units can be run ix-iparallel, Hitachi has added

“link” and “signal” functions to coordinate simultaneous operation

between the units [2]. The basic ,lrchitecturc of the S-820 is shown in

Appendix A,

The vector processor has 32 vector registers (each capr’ble of containing

512 64-bit words) and 16 vector mask registers, supported by four vector

load and four vector load /store pipes c~pable of concurrent operation (up

to 8 load operations, or 4 loads and 4 store operations simultaneously).

Computation takes place in the four arithmetic units (add/logical,

multiply-add, divide, mask). Each load and load/store pipe can transfer 8

bytes (1 word) to/from memory every 4 ns,. for a total btlndwidth ot’ 16

Gbyte/s (2 Gword/s). The add/logical and multiply-add units each consist

of 4 fully segmented pipelines, with an execution speed of 1 G,FLCWS for

the add/logical unit and 2 GF:I.OPS for the multiply-add unit. Th~’

thccwetical maximum computational performance of the S-820 is 3

GI:LOl’S when both units are running cmcurrent!y. This is lirnitcd, in

many cases, by the 2-Gword mi~in mvmory to vcct~w rc’gistur t~andwidth.

Thc divide ill~d tmsk uni[s bo[h txmsist of one pip~’lin~’ (ji~ch.

The scill~r processor is tdso much improvud ovur thu !W+lii, wilh Jdd

(~purntions requiring 16 t)r 24 IIS (2 or .3 clol’k p~’riods), ,IIId ll~lllli}lli~”i~[it)t~

taking 24 or 32 ns (thu slowur tin~l~s [or vach ~~}1~’r,~tim~uwur (m]y tvh(w

one of the op~’ri~lds hils bum USIKIin [Iw previous in:;lructi(m)i IJit’ision

time’s havu also l.xwn improv~d [r(ml WI IIS It) 16Hns.

Maximum main nwmory ON [II(I S-H20 is 512 MIIvtcBs, IISiIIg l~i}~t)ltlr

CM(IS (bi-UM(W) shtic l<A\fs wi[h JcctIss Iiml’s [JI 20 m, lJp (() 12 t;lwltI\

of l’x!undud shmgl~ (using I-M bytl’ 120-11s IIRANIs) ‘.*AIIIN}ilddcxl. “1-11(’

llilllllWidth bl’1wc’1’n main ml’nnwy ,llld c’xll’lld~%l 1111’lllcll”yis 2 C“;lJyt(’/50

Thu inpul/tmlp[lt pr(wl’ss(~r (}t’~hl’ S-S2(1 is IIUBs,lnu’ i~s {M}thf’ hd-s~v-i~’s



mainframes and has a maximum capacity of 64 channels, with a total

bandwidth of 288 Mbyte/s.

The FORT77/I-?AP (version V21-Ob) compiler cm the S-820 has been

improved considerably and appears (o be comparable to those of the other

Japanese manufacturers. For example, the compiler is capable ot’

\’ectorizing loops containing IF-statements, intrinsic functions, loops with

out-of-loop GOTO statements; it is also capable of handling a variety 01’

special case combination functions (inner product, first order linear

recurred. ces, summation, first maximum/minimum, gather/scatter

operations). For nested loops, the compiler can perform loop splitting,

loop unrolling, and loop interchanging to maximize the vectoriz~tion

ratio of a code.

3. The LFK Loops
The LFK loops are a widely used performance benchmark

a general indication of a machine’s maximum performance.

Figures 1 and 2 indicate the scalar and vector performance

that serve as

The d~tn in

of the S-wo

compared with the NEC S)(-2 and CRAY X-MP (single processor) on lhc

revised set of 24 LFK loops.

Figure 1. LFK (Scalar) Performance
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Figure 2. LFK (Vector) Performance
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Of particular interest is the fact that kernels 5, 11, and 19 Ldl of which

include first order linear recurrel ces that are not vectorized on my other

machine) are vectorized by the Hitachi compiler, and all of these kernels

showed speedups of about 2.7 in vector mode, whereas scalar mode ww

generally faster on the other machines. As indicated in the scalar

performance data, the S-820 scalar mode is faster kh,ln the other machine::

in most, but not all, of the kernels (the NEC is faster in 6 O( the 24 loops).

Furthcr;nore, the spcedup over the NEC is only marginal. Since the seal.lr

clock of lhe S-820 is 8 ns (double the vector clock O( 4 ns), shwl’r ihi~ll [IN?b-

ns NEC clock, these rcsulls suggest a very efficient scalar code gcn~’ra[i(m

on the S-82(I, w’hich was also a f~’~lurc of its prcdcccssor (m th~I S-S 10 13, p,
?7 1AA.

In vector mode, ihc pformara of the S-/320 is outst,~nding (I:igur~i 2).

On highly vcc(orizable code, it exhibits n~’.~rlyt~~~icc’th(’ periorm,~ncc l)i IIW

5X-2 dnd has about sewn times the vector spcud of a CFAY X-Ml’/ 1. In

the cwtrmnc, the S-820 is more than 200 ~imes f,wtcr th~n tiw Cri~y (h(’rnl~l

#24, firsl minimum) [41, bucausc O( a Spl’ciill V(’clor “find nlillirnlllll”

instruction, which allows thu code 10 be vl’c[orizcd, This ~~lst)ilt”~.()~~tlts t’or

lhe cslraordillilry liwtor of 1()()spm’dl.lp tm kurnul #2-t ow’r S(”illilr nl(d(’ 011

thu S-820 (421,6 sucondsin smlar mode, 4.2 sccwmls in vtwt~~rmodl’).



4. The LANL Benchmark Set
The LANL benchmarks are a set of codes spanning a hierarchy of

performance measurements including simple vector loops, basic routines

representing building blocks of production codes, and stripped-down

applications. Appendix B contains a short description of each cock. The

benchmark set has been executed on most major supercomputers and

mini-superccimputers [I]. In this section, we will compare the results ~i

the S-820 -,vith another ]apanese supercomputer, the NEC 5X-2, and the

CRAY X-MP/48 (single-processor results).

Table 1. NEC 5X-2. Simple vector operation rates (MFLOPS)
as a function of vector lengths.

Vector Length 10 50 100 200 1000

A(I)= B(I) + S 22 110 219 340 382

A(I)= B(I) + S, I=1,N,23 22 108 136 449 153

A(I)= B(I) + S, I=I,N,8 21 87 125 146 150

A(I)= B(I) *C(I) 20 97 181 265 275

A(I)= B(I)*C(I) + D(I)*E(I) 38 191 365 521 528

A(I)= 13(J(1))+ S 11 33 44 50 52

A(J(I))= B(I)* C(I) 13 38 47 53 54

Table 2. CRAY X-MI’/4l6. Simple vector operation rates
(MFLOPS) as a function of vector lengths.

Vector Length 10 50 100 200 1000

A(I)= B(I) + S 14 50 58 61 67

A(1)= B(I) + S, 1=I,,N,23 10 35 47 52 64

A(I)= E(I) + S, I=1,N,8 10 36 45 53 66

A(1)= B(I) “ C(I) 14 48 50 59 f)l

A(l)= B(I)*C(I) + D(I)*I?(I) 33 H7 92 97 100

A(I)= 11(1(1))+ S 13 32 37 38 42

A(I(I))= B(I)* C(I) 12 29 31 32 36



Table 3. Hitachi S-820. Simple vector operation rates
(MFLOPS) as a function of vector lengths.

P 1

Vector Length 10 50 100 200 1000

A(l)= B(I) + S 26 122 237 382 736

A(I)= B(I) + S, I=1,N,23 26 113 185 2’70 419

A(I)= B(I) + S, 1=1,N,8 25 113 191 237 247

A(I)= B(I) * C(I) 27 116 186 276 418

A(l)= B(I)*C(I) + D(I)*E(I) 50 212 393 617 982

A(I)= B(J(I)) + S 16 64 111 185 311

A(J(I))= B(I)* C(I) 15 57 83 105 137

Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the performance data from simple vector loops

as a function of vector length on three supcrcomputers. Short vector

performance on the S-820 has improved by a factor of 2.5 to 3 over the S-

810 [1]. When we compare with X-MP and S-820 data, we see that the new

Ilitachi machine is significantly better than the Cray at short vectors.

Comparison with the SX-2, which had been the best short vector machine,

shows that the new Hitachi is 30-4070 faster. At lol~g vector lengths, th~’S-

820’s 4-ns cycle time and 4 sets of functional units are evident in thu

impressive rates achieved, clear!y outperfol ming the single-processor X-

MP and SX-2. In vector mode across all vector lengths, the S-S20 is

consistent y faster than any other supercomputer that wc have measured.

On stridwl vector operations, the Hitachi ,~symptotic rate is half of the

contiguous i’cctm pcrfcwmance ,Itld can di’grade further with mcrnory

conflicts (stride 8, for example). 1 k}wevcr, the performance of the S-S2[1

with strided vectors is still significmtly better thnn the Crav or NIIC

machines.



Table 4. LANL Benchmark Results (CPU times).

S-820/80 X-MP/48 SX-2

GAMTEB 4.2 5.2 3.8

SCALGAM 94.1 72.5 67.7

BMK21 1.8 2 1.6

PHOTON 116.1 120.3

SIMPLE i4 5.8 2.4

FFT 2 3.9 3.7

LSS 5.5 6.1 3.7

MATRIX 25.6 34.9 24.7

IN’rMc 6.1 12.1 10.8

The first four codes in Table 4 show the scalar performance of the

Hitachi S-820/80. These codes are scalar Monte Carlo simulations of

neutral particle transport through a material. In two of the codes

(PHOTON and BMK21) the S-820 is comparable to the single-processor X-

MP and the SX-2. In the second code (SCALGAM), the Hitachi is 20-30$4

slower than both, and in the third code (GAMTEB), the S-820 is 20% faster

than the X-MP. P ,“erall, the S-820 has comparable scalar speed to both the

X-MP and SX-2.

Of the remaining codes ill Table 4, the S-!320 compares favorably tvith

both of the other supercomputers. Of note is its performance on f.wt

Fourier transform (FFT) codes and the integer Monte Carlo (INTMC) code,

where it is roughly a factor of 2 fas}er thtm either the SX-2 or the X-MI). On

the hydrodynamics code SIMPLE, it is equivalent to the X-MIJ but is

significantly slower than the SX-2.

5. The Mendez Codes
The Mcndcz suite of fluid dynamics codes have been used ill ~’i~rliur

studies to characterize the performance of vector and parallel mm.hines ~~n

a class of applications [1,.5-6]. Although the characteristic-s of [hese codus m~t

very different and cmvcr a range of fluid dynamics ilpplic.ltions,

performance cm these codes is by no means meanl to LIU strictly

representative of the aptitude of any given machine to hallc.lle fluid

dynamics codes in general. Of these five codes, three arc highly

vcctorizable (VORTEX, MI 113213,and BARO are all over 95170veclorizable),



and two have vectorization ratios of 7370 and 89%. The codes are briefly

described in Appendix B.

The results, shown below in Tables 5 and 6, are in line with what one

would expect given the performance data on the LFK loops. In scalar

mode, the S-820 is just a little slower than the SX-2 in four of the codes and

faster in one (BARO). With the exception of h4HD-2D, the machines

divide into two groups, with the S-820 and SX-2 on the faster side, and the

X-MP and VP-200 running about equal.

Table 5. Mendez codes: relative scaIar performance.

S-820 SX-2 x-MP/ 1

VORTEX 1.65 1.80 1.00

EULER 2.59 2.59 1.00

MHD2D 0.88 1.00 1.00

BARc) 2.40 1.79 1.00
I

SHEAR3

Table 6. Mendez codes: relative vector perforxnsnce.

S-820 SX-2 x-MP/ 1

VORTEX 3.77 1.93 1.00

EULER I 1.15 1 1.53 I 1.00 II
MHD2D 5.52 2.31 1.00

EARo 5.16 3.63 1.00

SHEAR3 1.70 1.31 1.00

In vector mode, the type of application is the crucial [actor in

determining the performance of the S-820. In particular, the three highlv

vcctorized codes are all 3-5 times faster than the X-MP and quite a bit f.wl~v

than the SX-2. In EULER, a scalar-dominated code where the mcmury

accesses are powers of two, the I{itachi machine finishes sc’concl ~C’hillL~ tl~()

SX-2. In SHEAR3, the S-820 is faster by a nose, but the differences bl’IwLI~In

machines are minimal.



6. Conclusion
The Hitachi S-820 is a great deal faster in ‘wctor mode than any other

supercomputer we have measured, with almost twice the performance on

highly vectorized codes than the fastest machine we have seen LIP to nmv,

the NEC SX-2. In scalar mode, however, the S-820 is roughly e~~en w’ith

tl .e X-N4P and the SX-2, with a slight advantage going to the SX-2 in the

_ipplications we have tested.

We must emphasize that the applications we have tested are CPU

intensive and not 1/0 bound and that results obtained on other

benchmark sets may lead to different conclusions. In any case, the S-820 is

substantially faster than its predecessor, the S-81O. Although

improvements have been made in both the hardware and software of the

machine, our results indicate that the compiler technology is roughly on

par with those of the other supercomputer manufacturers and that most ot’

the major speedups have been realized through improvements in

hardware and device technology,
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Appendix A. S-S20 Architecture
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Appendix B: Description of Codes

Los Alamos Natioml Laboratory Codes
The Computing and Communications Division at Los Alamos Nation,ll
Laboratory maintains a set of portable benchmark programs rcpreseniing
characteristic tasks that a large supercomputer would be required to run at tlw
Laboratory. This benchmark set has been run on a wide range of both scal~r
and vector machines. A database is maintained containing results of past
runs of these programs on a variety of computers. The Los Alamus
benchmark set consists of tests at the level of hardware demonstration
progrtims, basic routines, and stripped down applications. A description of
the codes follows. The programs described here are coded in A.NSI Fort ran Ior
portability and can typically be run on a new machine with little or no change.
Execution rates will be indicative of the potential initial usefulness of a nwv
machine.

INTMC:

FIT:

VECOPS:

VECSKIP:

MATRIX:

GA MTEB:

An integer Monte Carlo code containing almost no floating
point arithmetic, The random number generator requires .~t

least 32-bit integer operations. There is no 1/0, and all data arc
inlerndy generated.

An FIT code that is highly vectorizabie. This code measures the
speed of single Fourier transformations. Because it cxccu lcs
many operations with short vector lengths, It is ~?ery sensitive [()
vector start-up times. FFT library routines s~lpplied by till
supercoimputer manufacturers generally perform multiple’ FFTs.
at much higher ~’xeclltion rates than this bent; mark code. Nl)

1/0 is performed

A code thtit tests rates of primitive vcclor C,llculfllions ,Is ,1
function of vector length, Vector operands and results ,~rc
fetched from and stored to contiguous memory Iota tions, cxcl’pt
for four operations that involve gather/scatter. Typically t)m’
million floating point operations are timed.

A code that performs the si~me operations as VI{CCII’S, Th~I
vectors arc acccsscd in noncontiguous memory ltw,~ti~ms wi lh
several viducs for the stride, which can be ,~djust~d to k’s( (or
pcrformmm during memory conflicts.

A rode [hat pcr(l)rms basic mntrix opl~rntil)ns, including
Inuliiplicntiml nnd Irnnspose, on nmlriccs of tm{vr I(1(1,TIN’ ~“tNl(’
is highly vm-toriz.lble but not op[in~ixl’d f~~rvl’ct(~r [x~n~~}~l(lws,

A Mtmto Carlo photon transport cmiu. This is i] r~’ltllivt’ly sr’~illl
model cxxie with a simple source imd stri~i~htftww,lrd ~:lwnu’trv.
11is only slightly vm.lorizablu.



PHOTON and
SCALGAM:

BMK21:

LSS:

HYDRO:

SIMPLE:

Two very similar Mor.te Carlo photon transport codes that use
the methods of GAM-;EB, but with more complicated geometry,
more materials, and more statistics gathered. Both codes require
64-bit arithmetic for its random number generator, as does
GAMTEB, and neither vectorizes.

A Monte Carlo neutron transport algorithm. The code is
completely scalar and is similar to GAMTEB.

A linear system solver from LINPACK for systems of cquat;ons
of order 100. It uses the method of Gaussian elimination.
Although it is fully vectorizable, it is not optimized fc)r
supercomputers. Library routines supplied by supercomputer
manufacturers will achieve considerably higher execution rates.

A two-dimensiomd Lagrangian hydrodynamics code based on ~n
algorithm by W. D. Schultz. HYDRO is representative of a large
class of codes in use at the Laboratory. The code is 10()%
vectorizable. A typical problem is run on a 100 x 100 mesh !or
100 time steps.

A two-dimensional Lagrangian hydrodynamics code with bent
diffusion. The code is about 90-9570 vectorizablc, and lt uses a 63
x 63 mesh.

Mencicz Codes
Five fluid dynamics ap}~!ications codes gathered from different sources wurc
used as testing instruments, The same five programs were used in an earlier
comparison study of the Fujitsu VP-200 and CRAY X-MP systems [6]. These
codes do not reprment any giv~m workload and are charactmistic only of llw
types of fluid dynamics mocielil~g used in these pmgranw



it is a one-dimenskmal code, EULER is perhaps, within the
benchmark set, least representative of the codes used in large-
scale computing. The vectorization ratio is 73%.

MHD-2D and
SHEAR3: Two- and three-dimensional turbulence fluid dynamics

simulation based on spectral techniques, which have been used
extensively in turbulence simulations and were developed cm
Clay systems. The same FFT routine is used in both codes
(different from the one in IXJLER) and accounts for most of the
CPU time. The vector operation ratios of MHD2D and SHEAR3
are 99% and 8970, respectively.


